Uzbekistan Airways takes delivery of its first A320neo
#UzbekistanAirways @airbus #A320neo
Hamburg, 12 March 2019 – Uzbekistan Airways, the flagship airline of Uzbekistan has taken
delivery of its first A320neo, confirming the success of the A320 Family in Central Asia. The
event took place on March 8 in Hamburg with Gennadiy Kharlap Deputy Director General of
Uzbekistan Airways and Kimon Sotiropoulos, Vice President Central and Northern Europe,
Russia & CIS Airbus.
The aircraft, acquired through a leasing contract with BOC Aviation is part of an order for two
aircraft, featuring a two class cabin with 12 premium and 138 economy seats. The aircraft is
powered by CFM Leap 1A engines.
Uzbekistan Airways became the first airline in 1996 in a CIS country to operate a Western built
aircraft. The A320neo, renowned for its unbeatable fuel efficiency, will join the airline’s fleet of
ten A320ceo operated since 2010, across a network in Europe, America, the Middle East and
Asia.

Uzbekistan Airways first of 2 A320neo takes off from Hamburg.

The A320neo and its derivative aircraft family members are the world’s best-selling single aisle
aircraft with over 6,500 orders from over 100 customers. It has pioneered and incorporated the
latest technologies, including its new generation engines and the industry's reference cabin
design, delivering 20 percent fuel cost savings alone. The A320neo also offers significant
environmental benefits with nearly a 50 percent reduction in noise footprint compared to
previous generation aircraft.
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***
About Airbus
Airbus is a global leader in aeronautics, space and related services. In 2018 it generated revenues of € 64 billion
and employed a workforce of around 134,000. Airbus offers the most comprehensive range of passenger airliners.
Airbus is also a European leader providing tanker, combat, transport and mission aircraft, as well as one of the
world’s leading space companies. In helicopters, Airbus provides the most efficient civil and military rotorcraft
solutions worldwide.
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This and other press releases and high-resolution photos are available on: AirbusNewsroom
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